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ABSTRACT 
Multithread programming is becoming ever-more important to 

exploit the capabilities of multicore processors. Versions of Java 

prior to version 5 provide only the synchronized construct as a 

consistency primitive, which causes a performance scalability 

problem for multicore machines. Therefore, Java 5 added the 

java.util.concurrent package to reduce lock contention. Pro-

grammers must manually rewrite their existing code to use this 

package in existing programs. There are two typical rewritings 

methods. One is to replace an operation on a variable within a 

synchronized block with an atomic-lock-free version. The other is 

to replace a sequential concurrent class with its concurrent version. 

The conventional rewriting approach has three deficiencies. One 

problem is transformations that may change the behavior of a 

program. The second problem is missed modifications to be re-

written. The third problem is two difference writing techniques 

are applied individually to each code fragment even in the same 

method. This paper describes our refactoring algorithms that ad-

dress these three problems as they rewrite Java code for scalable 

performance. We use inter-procedural pointer analysis and consis-

tency tests among the candidate code fragments. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance, and 

Enhancement 

General Terms  
Performance 

Keywords 
Refactoring, Java, concurrent library, pointer analysis;  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Multithread programming is becoming increasingly important in 

exploiting the capabilities of multicore machines. Java supports 

multithreading both at the language level and in the Java virtual 

machine. At the language level, a region that cannot run concur-

rently is declared with a synchronized construct using an object, 

which creates a critical section to protect its variables. With the 

synchronized construct, Java provides many thread-safe classes 

in the standard Java class library. This allows programmers to 

easily write thread-safe multithreaded programs.  

Versions of Java language prior to version 5 provide only the 

synchronized construct for developers writing concurrent pro-

grams. When lock contention involving the synchronized con-

struct occurs, the scalability is limited. This is because the 

synchronized construct is implemented with monitor semantics 

[6] and blocking of the contented locks causes heavy overhead. 

To address this problem, Java 5 [11] introduced the new 

java.util.concurrent (j.u.c.) package for writing concurrent 

programs. The classes in the j.u.c.Atomic package provide 

thread-safe and lock-free primitives to control individual variables. 

Its collection classes are optimized for scalable performance by 

reducing the lock contentions. 

To gain this scalable performance, programmers must rewrite 

existing programs to use new libraries [5]. Manual rewriting is 

labor intensive because many program fragments must be modi-

fied consistently across all of the source files. This work is error-

prone, because the programmer cannot easily and consistently 

modify all of the occurrences of the sequential classes. The rewrit-

ing work is also omission-prone, because a programmer may miss 

opportunities to exploit the concurrent APIs [4]. In particular, if a 

programmer is not familiar with multicore programming, there 

may be many such errors and omissions. Therefore, previous work 

[4, 14, 18] provided refactoring tools for improving the concur-

rency of Java programs. Based on investigations of real programs, 

previous work [3, 8] proposed two typical refactoring methods. 

One is atomic refactoring that allows the programmer to use an 

operation on a variable with a compare-and-swap operation in-

stead of using the synchronized construct. This replaces opera-

tions on variables within synchronized blocks with corresponding 

atomic versions in the j.u.c.Atomic package. For example, the 

j.u.c.Atomic.AtomicInteger.addAndGet() method offers high 

scalability by using an atomic operation implemented as a com-

pare-and-swap operation.  

The other is collection refactoring that allows the programmer to 

use a thread-safe and highly scalable implementation of the corre-

sponding collection class instead of the sequential implementation 

in the Java class library. This replaces sequential collection 

classes in the java.util (j.u.) package with their concurrent ver-

sions.  
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A previous system [4] supported these two refactorings. It could 

easily implement refactoring and transform most target code 

fragments. However, three problems remain: 

a) This approach may change the behavior of programs. [13] de-

scribed such a problematic transformation.  

b) This approach may miss some modifications to be rewritten. 

c) This approach requires a programmer to choose an appropriate 

refactoring approach for each code fragment even in the same 

method. This may miss refactoring opportunities if the pro-

grammer is unfamiliar with the code fragments to being rewrit-

ten for higher concurrency. 

This paper presents a refactoring approach that addresses these 

three problems. To address Problem a), we introduce our consis-

tency tests among code fragments. The consistency tests deter-

mine whether a transformation can be applied without changing 

the semantics. To address Problem b), we devised a new refactor-

ing algorithm for atomic refactoring using inter-procedural 

pointer analysis [1], which is derived from [2]. The inter-

procedural analysis can allow us to capture all of the candidates to 

be rewritten. To address Problem c), we use a refactoring algo-

rithm that accepts an object reference as an input. This allows a 

programmer to choose an entire method at one time as the candi-

dates for two refactoring methods. Our approach supports both 

atomic refactoring and collection refactoring. 

We implemented the tool as extensions to the Eclipse Java devel-

opment tools (JDT) and to the language toolkit (LTK). Here is 

how our tool works: 

1. The programmer identifies a method in program fragments 

that frequently causes lock contention at runtime. A runtime 

profiler such as Performance Inspector [7] or Oracle Solaris 

Studio Performance Tools [12] helps with this identification. 

2. The method identified in Step 1 is passed to our tool. Our tool 

finds the object references for possible transformation candi-

dates by scanning for the method. This addresses Problem c). 

3. Our tool suggests candidates of program fragments to be 

changed for the scalability-improving modifications by using a 

global analysis and the consistency tests. This addresses Prob-

lems a) and b). 

4. If the programmer accepts the candidates, the appropriate 

changes are made to all of the source files. 

Our tool supports the two transformations in Table 1 and the four 

transformations in Table 2. Except for the first transformation in 

Table 2, the j.u.c. package itself does not provide a concurrent 

version. Therefore, we provided our own concurrent versions 

(CHashMap, CWeakHashMap, and CHashSet) for the other 

transformations. The CHashMap is a hash class that permits null 

values and the null key while j.u.c.ConcurrentHashMap does 

not accept null values and the null key. 

This paper presents the following contributions: 

• A new algorithm for atomic refactoring to address Prob-

lems a) and b) in all of the source files using a pointer 

analysis and consistency tests (see Section 3.1). 

• Application of both transformation approaches in one step 

to address Problem c) (see Section 3.3). 

• An implementation of our refactoring approach as an 

Eclipse plug-in refactoring tool (see Section 4). 

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE 
This section describes the problems of a conventional refactoring 

approach using a motivating example. Then it describes how to 

apply our refactoring approaches that address these problems. 

2.1 Problems in a Conventional Refactoring 

Approach 
Figure 1 shows a small Java program used as a running example. 

The program consists of Data.java and Main.java. The Main 

class extends the Data class. This program first stores an instance 

of the j.u.HashMap class wrapped in the 

j.u.Collections.synchronizedMap() method into a sharedMap 

Table 2. Transformations for collection refactoring 

Before transformation After transformation 
newnewnewnew j.u.Hashtable() newnewnewnew j.u.c.ConcurrentHashMap() 
j.u.Collections.synchronizedMap( 
newnewnewnew j.u.HashMap()) 

newnewnewnew CHashMap() 
// permits null values and the null key 

j.u.Collections.synchronizedMap( 
newnewnewnew j.u.WeakHashMap()) 

newnewnewnew CWeakHashMap() 

j.u.Collections.synchronizedSet( 
newnewnewnew j.u.HashSet()) 

newnewnewnew CHashSet() 

 

 

Table 1. Transformations for atomic refactoring 

Before transformation After transformation 
int sharedInt = 0; 
synchronizedsynchronizedsynchronizedsynchronized (lockObject) { 
  sharedInt = sharedInt + 1; 
} 

j.u.c.Atomic.AtomicInteger sharedInt; 
sharedInt = nnnnewewewew AtomicInteger(0); 
sharedInt.addAndGet(1); 

long sharedLong = 0; 
synchronizedsynchronizedsynchronizedsynchronized (lockObject) { 
  sharedLong = sharedLong + 1; 
} 

j.u.c.Atomic.AtomicLong sharedLong; 
sharedLong = newnewnewnew AtomicLong(0); 
sharedLong.addAndGet(1); 
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variable, and stores one instance into a sharedInt variable. 

Though the HashMap class is not thread-safe, the returned instan-

tiation is thread-safe, since this wrapping technique delegates the 

method calls such as HashMap.get() and HashMap.put() using 

synchronized blocks, as shown in Figure 2. Then the 

Thread.start() method launches two threads. One executes the 

GetIncThread.run() method in an infinite loop. The other exe-

cutes the PutIncThread.run() method in an infinite loop. The 

loops for both threads access the sharedMap and sharedInt vari-

ables at the same time. The sharedMap variable is used as a re-

ceiver object to call the delegated SynchronizedMap.get() and 

SynchronizedMap.put() methods in the j.u.Collections class. 

The sharedInt variable is updated within a synchronized block. 

Therefore, these accesses are also thread-safe. 

1: // Data.java 

2: import java.util.*; 

3: public class Data { 

4:   protected Object lockObject = new Object(); 

5:   static protected Map sharedMap; 

6:   protected int sharedInt = 1; 

7: } 

8: 

9: // Main.java 

10: import java.util.*; 

11: public class Main extends Data { 

12:   public static void main(String args[]) { 

13:     Main m = new Main(); 

14:     sharedMap = Collections. synchronizedMap(new HashMap()); 

15:     m.sharedInt = m.sharedInt * 2; 

16:     new Thread(m.new GetIncThread()).start();   // run GetIncThread 

17:     new Thread(m.new PutIncThread()).start();   // run PutIncThread 

18:   } 

19: 

20:   public class GetIncThread implements Runnable { 

21:     public void run() { 

22:       while (true) { 

23:         sharedMap.get(this); 

24:         synchronized (lockObject) { 

25:           sharedInt = sharedInt + 1; 

26:         } 

27:       } 

28:     } 

29:   } 

30: 

31:   public class PutIncThread implements Runnable { 

32:     public void run() { 

33:       //synchronized (lockObject) { } 

34:       while (true) { 

35:         sharedMap.put(this, new Object()); 

36:         synchronized (lockObject) { 

37:           sharedInt = sharedInt - 1; 

38:         } 

39:       } 

40:     } 

41:   } 

42: }  
Figure 1. Example program 

 
43: public class Collections { 

44:   public static <K, V> Map<K, V> synchronizedMap(Map<K, V> map) {

45:     return new SynchronizedMap<K, V>(map); 

46:   } 

47: 

48:   static class SynchronizedMap<K, V> implements Map<K, V> { 

49:     private final Map<K, V> m; 

50:     final Object mutex; 

51:     SynchronizedMap(Map<K, V> map) { 

52:       m = map; 

53:       mutex = this; 

54:     } 

55:     public V get(Object key) { 

56:       synchronized (mutex) { return m.get(key); } 

57:     } 

58:     public V put(K key, V value) { 

59:       synchronized (mutex) { return m.put(key, value); } 

60:     } 

         ... 

61:   } 

      ... 

62: }  
Figure 2. Source code of the java.util.Collections class 
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This program has two performance problems that limit perform-

ance scalability on a multicore machine. 

1. Lock contentions will occur frequently at the synchronized 

blocks in Lines 24 and 36 in Figure 1. 

2. Lock contentions will occur frequently at the synchronized 

blocks in the SynchronizedMap.get() and Synchronized-

Map.put() methods. 

To address these performance problems, we would like to apply 

these two transformations to the target program in Figure 1: 

1. Use the AtomicInteger.addAndGet() method instead of an 

operation on the sharedInt variable within a synchronized 

block (atomic refactoring) 

2. Use the concurrent version to call new  CHashMap() instead 

of the original sequential collection class synchronized-

Map(new HashMap()) (collection refactoring) 

First, we applied these two refactorings using the conventional 

refactoring techniques [4] with CONCURRENCER 1.0.0. Com-

paring to Figure 3, which is the refactored program that we ex-

pected, we confirmed these four problems: 

1. The statement in Line 16 of Figure 3 was not transformed. 

2. The statement in Line 17 of Figure 3 was not transformed. 

3. Atomic and collection refactorings were not applied by one 

action even when there were candidates even within the same 

method. For example, in Figure 1, Line 24-26 should be se-

lected and applied atomic refactorings by a programmer, and 

then Line 23 should be selected and applied collection refac-

torings independently. 

4. If the statement in Line 33 of Figure 1 is enabled (where it is 

currently commented out) and the refactoring for AtomicIn-

teger can be attempted, this refactoring should not rewrite 

any code fragment in that case. This is because the synchro-

nized block using the lockObject in Line 33 does not include 

any operation on the sharedInt variable and the refactored 

code would not synchronize this statement with the shared-

Int.addAndGet() method [13]. 

Problem b) causes 1 and 2 since the conventional approach cannot 

detect these two patterns. One reason is that an object that is in-

stantiated elsewhere in a variable declaration for collection refac-

toring. The other reason is a variable that is referenced outside of 

a synchronized block for atomic refactoring. Problem c) causes 3, 

since the programmer must apply each of the refactorings indi-

vidually. If it is not known which refactoring can be used, the 

opportunities to use the concurrent APIs will be missed. Problem 

a) causes 4, since a transformation that changes the semantics may 

be used unless the entire program is considered. 

To avoid these four problems, our approach uses inter-procedural 

analysis for all of the source files to address 1 and 2, and uses 

consistency tests among the candidate code fragments to address 4. 

Both of our refactorings, which will be described in Sections 2.2 

and 2.3, accept a given object as the input for each refactoring to 

address 3. When a method is given, our approach enumerates all 

of the object references in the method and then tries to apply the 

refactorings. For example, if a programmer chooses the GetInc-

Thread.run() method in Figure 1, our approach enumerates 

sharedMap, this, and sharedInt as the set of given objects. Then 

all three of these references can be tested with our refactorings. 

2.2 Outline of Our Atomic Refactoring 
First, we describe how to apply our atomic refactoring. For the 

refactoring for AtomicInteger in Figure 1, we use an object ref-

erence for a synchronized block. Our atomic refactoring consists 

of these steps: 

1. Find all of the synchronized blocks with the same object as a 

given lock object using inter-procedural analysis for all of the 

source files. 

2. Check that all of the synchronized blocks found in Step 1 are 

conformed to two rules that (a) all of the blocks must include 

the same instance variable and (b) all of the blocks have op-

erations on the variable that can be replaced with an atomic 

version of those operations. 

3. Get the object reference to the instance variable found in Step 

2. 

4. Find all of the classes whose types are the same as or a super-

class of a type of the referenced object found in Step 3. 

5. Rewrite the declaration of the specific instance variable found 

in Step 2 in all of the classes found in Step 4. For example, re-

place “int var = 0” with “AtomicInteger var = new Atom-

icInteger(0)”. 

6. Find all of the object references for the classes found in Step 4 

based on inter-procedural analysis in all of the source files. 

7. Rewrite all of the object references found in Step 6. (a) If a 

reference is within one of the synchronized blocks found in 

Step 2, then rewrite a pair of the synchronized block and its 

operation using AtomicInteger.addAndGet(). (b) If a refer-

ence is outside of the synchronized blocks found in Step 2, 

then rewrite the references on the left-hand side using Atom-

icInteger.set() and rewrite the references on the right-hand 

side using AtomicInteger.get(). 

Figure 1 is an example. We use a lockObject variable at line 24 

as an object reference for a synchronized block. The two synchro-

nized blocks between Lines 24 and 26 and Lines 36 and 38 use 

the same referenced object. This is because the referenced object 

Object is instantiated in Line 4. The two synchronized blocks 

includes operations that increment the same sharedInt instance 

variable. The object reference of the sharedInt variable is a hid-

den this variable. Its declaring class is the Main class, and its 

super-class is the Data class. The declaration of the sharedInt 

variable is found in the Data class at Line 6. Our tool replaces 

this declaration “int sharedInt = 1” with “AtomicInteger 

sharedInt = new AtomicInteger(1) ”. 

A class object for the hidden this variable is instantiated as the 

Main class at Line 13. The sharedInt variable with the instanti-

ated class is used at Lines 15, 25, and 37. Since the references in 
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Line 15 are outside of a synchronized block, our tool replaces the 

references on the left-hand side and on the right-hand side with 

the sharedInt.set() and sharedInt.get() methods, respectively. 

Since the references in Lines 25 and 37 are within the synchro-

nized blocks, our tool replaces each pair of the synchronized 

block and operation with sharedInt.addAndGet(1) and shared-

Int.addAndGet(-1), respectively. 

2.3 Outline of Our Collection Refactoring 
We describe how to apply our collection refactoring. For the 

refactoring of HashMap in Figure 1, we use an object reference to 

the Map class or its subclass. Our collection refactoring consists 

of these steps similar to [2]: 

1. Transitively find all of the class instantiations that are reach-

able from a given receiver object of a method invocation using 

inter-procedural analysis in all of the source files. 

2. Find all of the object references in arguments (for which the 

external libraries cannot be changed) and which are reachable 

from all of the class instantiations found in Step 1. 

3. Check whether the concurrent version of the class instantia-

tions found in Step 1 is a subclass of the types of the object 

references found in Step 2. 

4. Replace all of the class instantiations found in Step 1 with the 

corresponding concurrent versions. 

Figure 3 is an example of our refactoring. We use the sharedMap 

on Line 23 as an object reference in Step 1. The HashMap class 

instantiation through the synchronizedMap() method at Line 14 

is referred to via the same reference. This instantiation can reach 

the references in a sharedMap variable at Lines 23 and 34, but 

cannot reach any arguments for the external libraries. Our tool 

replaces the class instantiation at Line 14 with “new CHash-

Map()“, which is the concurrent version of the HashMap class. 

This class is still a subclass of the Map class. 

3. ALGORITHM 
This section describes algorithms for atomic refactoring and col-

lection refactoring. Then it describes how to apply these two al-

gorithms as one action of a programmer. 

 

 

1: // Data.java 

2: import java.util.*; 

3: import java.util.concurrent.Atomic.AtomicInteger; 

4: public class Data { 

5:   protected Object lockObject = new Object(); 

6:   static protected Map sharedMap; 

7:   protected AtomicInteger sharedInt = new AtomicInteger(0); 

8: } 

9: 

10: // Main.java 

11: import java.util.*; 

12: import java.util.concurrent.Atomic.AtomicInteger; 

13: public class Main extends Data { 

14:   public static void main(String args[]) { 

15:     Main m = new Main(); 

16:     sharedMap = new CHashMap(); 

17:     m.sharedInt.set(m.sharedInt.get() * 2); 

18:     new Thread(m.new GetIncThread()).start();   // run GetIncThread 

19:     new Thread(m.new PutIncThread()).start();   // run PutIncThread 

20:   } 

21: 

22:   public class GetIncThread implements Runnable { 

23:     public void run() { 

24:       while (true) { 

25:         sharedMap.get(this); 

26:         shareInt.addAndGet(1); 

27:       } 

28:     } 

29:   } 

30: 

31:   public class PutIncThread implements Runnable { 

32:     public void run() { 

33:       //synchronized (lockObject) { sharedMap.clear(); } 

34:       while (true) { 

35:         sharedMap.put(this, new Object()); 

36:         shareInt.addAndGet(-1); 

37:       } 

38:     } 

39:   } 

40: } 
 

Figure 3. Refactored program 
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Notation 

 r : a given object reference with a synchronized block 
 P : a input program 

 HeapLocations[] : mappings from an object reference to instantiations 
 Pointers[] : mappings from an instantiation to object references 
 iv: instance variable 
 ivc: a class 
 I : set of class instantiations 
 T: set of object references 
 S: set of synchronized blocks 
 
1: Subroutine refactoringAtomicClass(r, P, HeapLocations[], Pointers[]) 
2:  (iv, S) = Detect(r, P, HeapLocations, Pointers) 
3:  Rewrite(iv, S, P, HeapLocations, Pointers) 
 
4: Subroutine Detect( r, P, HeapLocations[], Pointers[]) 
5:  s = getSynchronizedBlock(r) 
6:  iv = getInstanceVariablesInSynchronizedBlock(s) 

7:  if |iv| ≠ 1         // give up due to more than one instance variable in a synchronized block 
8:   return {}         
9:  S = {}  

10:  I = {} 
11:  Worklist = { r } 
12:  repeat until fixpoint (i.e. I is not changed) // find all of the synchronized blocks using the object reachable from r transitively 
13:   T = {}          

14:   foreach r ∈ Worklist 

15:    S = S ∪ getSynchronizedBlock(r)  // get a synchronized block having the lock object r 

16:    I = I ∪ HeapLocation[r] 

17:    foreach i ∈ HeapLocation[r] 

18:     T = T ∪ Pointers[i] 
19:   Worklist = T 

20:  if |I| ≠ 1         // give up due to more than one instantiation for the lock object r 

21:   return {}         

22:  foreach s ∈ S 

23:   if iv ≠ getInstanceVariablesInSynchronizedBlock(s)  // give up due to different instance variable in the synchronized block 

24:    return {}        

25:   if AtomicMappingCheck(P, s, iv) = φ // give up due to no replaceable atomic operation in the synchronized block 

26:    return {}        

27:  return (iv, S) 
 
28: Subroutine Rewrite(iv, S, P, HeapLocations[], Pointers[]) 
29:  ivc = getDeclaredClass(iv) 

30:  foreach c ∈ Classes(P)   // rewrite all of the variable declarations for iv 
31:   if c = ivc || c is superclass of ivc 

32:    rewrite declaration and initialization for iv in c using AtomicInt 

33:  foreach i ∈ getInstanceVariables(P)  // rewrite all of instance variable accesses in P 
34:   if iv = i 

35:    foreach s ∈ S 

36:     if i is within s    // replace an operation within a synchronized block using Table 3. 
37:      AtomicMappingReplace(P, s, i)  
38:     else 

39:      if i is on LHS   // replace an reference of iv outside of any synchronized block 
40:       Replace iv with iv.set()  
41:      else 
42:       Replace iv with iv.get() 

 
Figure 4. The algorithm for atomic refactoring 

 

Table 3. Mapping patterns in AtomicMappingReplace(P, s, i) 

(e denotes an expression, x denotes a local variable) 

Synchronized block s and instance variable i Replaced pattern 
synchronizedsynchronizedsynchronizedsynchronized (lockObject) { 
  i = i + e; 
} 

i.addAndGet(e); 

synchronizedsynchronizedsynchronizedsynchronized (lockObject) { 
  x = i++; 
} 

X = i.getAndAdd(1); 

synchronizedsynchronizedsynchronizedsynchronized (lockObject) { 
  x = i--; 
} 

X = i.getAndAdd(-1); 

synchronizedsynchronizedsynchronizedsynchronized (lockObject) { 
  x = i; 
} 

X = i.get(); 

synchronizedsynchronizedsynchronizedsynchronized (lockObject) { 
  i = e; 
} 

i.set(e); 
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3.1 Algorithm of Atomic Refactoring 
This section describes the algorithm outlined in Section 2.2. Fig-

ure 4 shows our pseudocode for atomic refactoring. The refac-

toringAtomicClass() subroutine takes several arguments. The r 

represents an object reference with a synchronized block in the 

program P from a client module. The HeapLocations[] and 

Pointers[] are based on the results of the pointer analysis. The 

HeapLocations[] represents an array of mappings from an ab-

stract reference to abstract heap locations. In Figure 1, HeapLo-

cations[] includes a mapping {this at Line 24 ==> new Main() 

at Line 13}. In reverse, the Pointers[] represents an array of 

mappings from the abstract heap locations to abstract references. 

For Figure 1, Pointers[] includes a mapping {new Main() at 

Line 13 ==> [m at Line 15, m at Line 16, m at Line 17, this 

at Line 23, this at Line 24, this at Line 25, this at Line 35, 

this at Line 36, this at Line 37]}. 

Here we assume that the lockObject variable in Line 4 is given to 

the object reference r as the input of this algorithm. In Figure 4, 

Lines 4-27 find the synchronized blocks to be rewritten. Lines 5-8 

get an instance variable within a synchronized block using the 

object reference r. In Figure 1, iv has the sharedInt variable. For 

Step 1 described in Section 2.2, Lines 11-19 transitively collect 

all of synchronized blocks that use the same object as the refer-

enced object of r into S and collect all of the instantiations that are 

reachable to the object reference r into I using the mappings in 

HeapLocations[] and Pointers[].  

For Step 2, Lines 7-8 and 20-26 check the preconditions that must 

hold to ensure semantics-preserving refactoring. In Lines 7-8, if 

the number of instance variables within a synchronized block is 

more than one, we stop this refactoring since the AtomicInteger 

package does not support an atomic operation on multiple vari-

ables. In Lines 20-21, if the number of instantiations for the lock 

object is more than one, we stop this refactoring since the refac-

tored code cannot not synchronize among synchronized blocks 

using different instances of the lock object. Lines 23-24 check 

whether all of the synchronized blocks include the same instance 

variable, and Lines 25-26 check whether all of the synchronized 

blocks include replaceable operations for the methods in the At-

omicInteger package. The check at Lines 23-24 avoids Problem 

4 described in Section 2.1 [13]. 

Lines 28-42 rewrite the synchronized blocks and the appropriate 

instance variable. Line 29 gets the declaring class information on 

the iv. For Figure 1, iv has the hidden this variable and ivc has 

the Main class. For Steps 3, 4, and 5, Lines 30-32 rewrite the dec-

larations of the iv in ivc and all of the its super-classes. This re-

writes the type declaration and the initialization of the variable iv. 

For Figure 1, the rewrite for the type declaration replaces int with 

AtomicInteger. The rewrite for the initialization of the shared-

Int variable replaces 1 with “new AtomicInteger(1)”. For Steps 

6 and 7, Lines 33-42 replace the references for the iv in P. If the 

instance variable i is within one of the synchronized blocks in the 

S, we replace that pair of the synchronized block and replaceable 

operation using the AtomicMappingReplace(P, s, i) subroutine. 

The AtomicMappingReplace() subroutine rewrites the synchro-

nized block s using the mapping from a statement with a synchro-

nized block to a method in the AtomicInteger package. For this 

example, the mappings are as represented in Table 3. If the in-

stance variable i is outside of any synchronized block in S, we 

replace the instance variable i using the this on the left-hand side 

and this on the right-hand side with sharedInt.set() and shared-

Int.get(), respectively. 

3.2 Algorithm of Collection Refactoring 
This section describes the algorithm outlined in Section 2.3. Fig-

ure 5 shows our pseudocode for collection refactoring. The 

refactoringCollectionClass() subroutine takes several argu-

ments. The r represents an object reference to a j.u.Map or 

j.u.Set class in the program P given by a client module. The Col-

lectionMapping[] represents an array of mappings from a se-

quential collection class to a concurrent collection class. For our 

example, Table 2 represents the mappings. The HeapLocations[] 

and Pointers[] are based on the results of the pointer analysis. 

The pointer analysis calculates which object references can point 

to which heap locations. The HeapLocations[] represents an 

array of mappings from an abstract reference to abstract heap 

locations. Each abstract reference consists of an object reference 

and a location in a program. Each abstract heap location consists 

of a class instantiation and a location in a program. For Figure 1, 

HeapLocations[] includes the mapping {sharedMap at Line 23 

==> new HashMap() at Line 14}. This means that the object 

referenced at Line 23 is an instance of the HashMap class instan-

tiated at Line 14. Note that we would get the mapping {shared-

Map at Line 23 ==> new SynchronizedMap() at Line 45} for 

the sharedMap variable based on the naïve result of the pointer 

analysis. We must take special care with an instantiation wrapped 

by the j.u.Collections.SynchronizedMap class to get its instan-

tiation of a collection class in an argument. In reverse, the Point-

ers[] represents an array of mappings from an abstract heap 

location to abstract references. For Figure 1, HeapLocations[] 

includes the mapping {new HashMap() at Line 14 ==> 

[sharedMap at Line 14, shared-Map at Line 23, sharedMap 

at Line 35]}. This means that the HashMap class instantiated at 

Line 14 is used at Lines 14, 23, and 35. 

Here, we assume that the sharedMap variable in Line 23 is 

passed to the object reference r as the input of this algorithm. In 

Figure 5, Lines 8-15 calculate a set of instantiations to be replaced 

with their concurrent versions. For Step 1 described in Section 2.3, 

Lines 8-15 transitively collect all of the class instantiations and 

actual arguments that are reachable from the object reference r 

into I and A using the mappings in HeapLocations[] and Point-

ers[]. The I includes the set of instantiations to be replaced. 

Lines 16-22 check the preconditions that must hold to ensure 

semantics-preserving refactoring. For Step 3, Lines 16-18 checks 

whether the I includes a collection class whose concurrent version 

is not supported. We stop this refactoring if the I includes an un-

supported collection class. For Step 2, Lines 19-22 check whether 

the concurrent version of the class instantiations I is a subclass of 

the types of the parameters, for which external libraries that can-

not be changed and for which the actual argument A is passed to. 

For example, in the following program fragment, our tool cannot 

change the source files in the javax.swing.JTree class because it 

belongs to external libraries. If our tool replaces “new 
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Hashtable()” with “new ConcurrentHashMap()”, the type cor-

rectness would be violated. This is because this replacement 

would cause a type mismatch between an actual argument (Con-

currentHashMap) and a dummy argument (Hashtable). 

 

j.u.Hashtable hash = new j.u.Hashtable(); 

... 

// javax.swing.JTree(j.u.Hashtable h) 

Component c = new javax.swing.JTree(hash); 

 

For Step 4, the subroutine rewrite() in Line 3 rewrites all of the 

instantiations in I using the mappings in CollectionMapping[]. 

3.3 How to Apply Two Refactorings in One 

Action 
The algorithms described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 accept an object 

reference r as an input. When a programmer chooses a method for 

these two refactorings as an input, our refactoring walks the 

method and passes all of the object references in the method to the 

two algorithms. Then each of the two algorithms independently 

determines whether or not its transformation can be applied to 

each reference. The programmer needs not choose each code seg-

ment individually for each of atomic refactoring and collection 

refactoring as a refactoring candidate, unlike the conventional 

approach. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
Our tool is implemented as an extension to the Eclipse Java de-

velopment tools (JDT) and language toolkit (LTK). This refactor-

ing is implemented as “Transform for reducing lock contention” 

in the Refactor menu. While a programmer selects a method in a 

file, this refactoring rewrites all of the related files in an entire 

Java project. 

Our tool accepts a certain method as its input from the program-

mer where we assumed that an object reference is given for each 

refactoring in Sections 2 and 3. This allows the programmer to 

choose an input for the refactoring more easily than by choosing a 

particular object reference. It also allows our tool to perform sev-

eral transformations at the same time, since our refactorings com-

plement each other. When a method is given, our tool scans all of 

the object references in the method, and chooses the references 

that are used as lock objects with a synchronized construct and 

are in the j.u.Map or j.u.Set class as inputs for our refactoring. 

Our tool uses the pointer analysis performed by the WALA 

framework [17]. The current implementation uses a context-

sensitive variant of Andersen’s analysis [1]. Most of methods are 

analyzed with one level of object sensitivity [10]. To analyze the 

methods for the collection classes more precisely, Java collection 

classes with unlimited-depth object-sensitivity are analyzed. As a 

result, the Java collections from different allocation sites are fully 

Notation 

 r : a given object reference 
 P : a input program 

 HeapLocations[] : mappings from an object reference to instantiations 
 Pointers[] : mappings from an instantiation to object references 

 CollectionMapping[] : mappings from a sequential collection class 
to the corresponding concurrent collection class 

 I : set of class instantiations 
 A, R: set of object references 
 
1: Subroutine refactoringCollectionClass( 

r, P, CollectionMapping[], HeapLocations[], Pointers[]) 
2:  I = Detect(r, P, CollectionMapping, HeapLocations, Pointers) 
3:  rewrite(P, I, CollectionMapping) // replace classinstantiations in I 

 // based on CollectionMapping 
 
4: Subroutine Detect( r, P, CollectionMapping[], HeapLocations[], Pointers[]) 
5:  I = {} 
6:  A = {} 

7:  Worklist = {r} 
8:  repeat until fixpoint (i.e. I is not changed) // find all of the class instantiations and arguments reachable from r transitively 
9:   R = {}          

10:   foreach r ∈ Worklist 

11:   I = I ∪ HeapLocation[r] 

12:    foreach i ∈ I 

13:     R = R ∪ Pointers[i] 
14:   Worklist = R 

15:   A = A ∪ { r | r ∈ R : r is used as an actual argument of external libraries} 

16:  foreach i ∈ I       // check whether all of the classes have their concurrent version or 

17:   if CollectionMapping[class(i)] = φ  //  not give up due to no concurrent collection 
18:    return {}        

19:  foreach a ∈ A       // check whether type correctness will be broken or not 

20:   foreach i ∈ I       
21:    if i is not subclass of class(dummyArgumentClass(a)) 
22:     return {}      // give up due to breaking type correctness 
23:  return I 

 
Figure 5. The algorithm for collection refactoring 
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disambiguated so that the results for our refactoring are more 

precise. For example, since the 

j.u.Collections.synchronizedMap() method may be called from 

various points in a program, this handling helps to precisely iden-

tify each instantiation of the collection classes from these points. 

Figure 6 shows a screenshot as our tool refactors the program of 

Figure 1. It shows that the refactored source is the same as in 

Figure 3 and that the collection refactoring and atomic refactor-

ing are performed at the same time. 

5. RELATED WORK 
There are several previous papers that present refactoring tools to 

exploit the concurrency in existing programs. 

Dig et al. [4] presented a refactoring tool for Java. This tool, 

called CONCURRENCER, supports three categories of refactoring 

that include two of our refactoring categories. CONCURRENCER 

replaces a set of related but dispersed API calls with one new API 

such as the j.u.c.ConcurrentHashMap.putIfAbsent() method.  

Our tool transforms more refactoring cases for the 

j.u.c.Atomic.AtomicInteger class, which the current CON-

CURRENCER cannot transform, by using the results of the 

pointer analysis. 

Schäfer et al. [14] presented a refactoring tool for Java. This tool, 

called ReLocker, supports the use of j.u.c.ReadWriteLock in-

stead of synchronized blocks.  

Balaban et al. [2] presented a refactoring tool for Java. This tool 

transforms usages of legacy library classes for their collection 

classes to new library classes. A programmer provides the map-

pings between the old and new APIs. This tool uses point-to in-

formation and type-constraint analysis, as also used by our tool. 

While this tool replaces an API call for collection classes, our tool 

can also replace an operation within a synchronized block with an 

API call in the j.u.c.Atomic package. 

Wloka et al. [18] presented a mostly automated refactoring tool 

for Java. This tool makes a program reentrant by replacing global 

states with thread-local states. While this tool focuses on reen-

trancy, our tool focuses on shared data accesses. This tool com-

plements our tool. 

Markstrum et al. [9] presented a refactoring tool for extracting 

concurrency from a loop in an X10 program. While this tool fo-

 

 
Figure 6. Our tool refactoring to the program in Figure 1 
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cuses on the scope to be modified within a loop, our tool also 

supports the program fragments outside of the loop. 

Schäfer et al. [13] proposed dependency preservation for syn-

chronization using the synchronization dependence edges to guar-

antee the correctness of the refactoring of sequential programs. 

They also pointed out the problem of changing behavior caused 

by atomic refactoring. We have proposed a solution using inter-

procedural analysis. 

Some work investigated changes to retrofit concurrency into a 

program. Dig et al. [3] investigated transformations in five open 

source Java projects. They suggested that it is important to pro-

vide hints about what transformations are worth automating. Ishi-

zaki et al. [8] investigated the performance scalability of three 

commercial Java software products on a multicore machine. They 

found and addressed performance problems caused by lock con-

tention. They found three categories of solutions to reduce lock 

contentions. These results led to building a refactoring tool for 

typical patterns to exploit concurrency in existing programs. 

6. CONCLUTION AND FUTURE WORK 
We presented our refactoring tool that improves the scalability of 

existing Java programs for multicore machines. This tool ad-

dresses three deficiencies in a conventional approach. One prob-

lem is transformations that may change the behavior. The second 

problem involves missed modifications to be rewritten by a refac-

toring. The third problem involves different rewritings applied 

individually target code fragments even in the same method. We 

use inter-procedural pointer analysis and devised an algorithm to 

address these three problems in using the java.util.concurrent 

package added in Java 5. We described our algorithms for these 

two refactoring approaches using pointer analysis. Our tool was 

implemented in the Eclipse JDT.  

We plan to extend our tool to support more refactoring patterns 

such as double-checked locking [15] as shown in [8]. In addition, 

we would like to use demand-driven pointer analysis [16] for 

faster inter-procedural pointer analysis. 
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